
Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE) is exposing children in publicly‐
funded schools to graphic sex ed and unscientific gender theories.  
 

Educational priorities have turned from reading, writing and arithmetic to identity politics, political activism, gender  
exploration and high‐risk sexual behavior.  

Dr. Andre Van Mol, of the American College of Pediatricians, confirms, “Premature 
exposure to concepts their developing minds cannot grasp, grooms children for early 
sexual debut and predators, rather than protecting them.”    

DID YOU 
KNOW... 

Comprehensive sexuality 
education (CSE), also 
known as “Abstinence Plus,” 
is aggressively rolling out in 
classrooms across the nation? 
Special interests are spending mil‐
lions to indoctrinate our kids. Teach‐
ing materials affirmatively recognize all 
sexual orientations and instruct children 
in high‐risk sexual behavior. Science is out 

and social, sexual & political engineering are 
in. Gender is based on emotions, not biology. 

Our children are being activated as political 
pawns to push this agenda. Look inside to 

see the proof!  
 

*Warning: graphic content/ 
images enclosed 

Your Parental Authority!

PROTECT OUR KIDS 

take back

STOP 
EXPOSE the Explicit Content 

Targeted at Kids!

CSE is not the only threat in public schools. Critical Race 
Theory (CRT) teaches children to view society through the 
prism of race, which promotes division. Historical Revi‐
sionism (HR) teaches that America was not founded in 
1776, but rather in 1619 with the arrival of the first slaves. 
HR seeks to destroy America’s actual founding and history 
with Cultural Marxist myths that turn children toward po‐
litical and economic Collectivism. 
 
The government, influenced by special interests, 
shouldn’t indoctrinate generations of youth in a mono‐
lithic, hedonistic worldview. But public schools are so en‐
trenched with special interests, they may never return 
to serving their original purpose. Parents must make re‐
sponsible educational choices that protect kids from this 
dangerous agenda.  
 
Fortunately, parents are recognizing these serious 
threats and pulling their children out of public schools in 
record numbers. Homeschooling is on the rise. There 
ARE affordable and convenient alternatives. Visit our 
website to learn more:  

A Triple Threat Looming

Follow us:  FB: www.facebook.com/ 
                                ProtectOurKidsConferences 
    YouTube:  Protect Our Kids 

 
For copies of this brochure, visit: 
ProtectOurKidsNow.org/brochures 
 

Sign up for email updates, action alerts and  
conference/webinar announcements.

THE PROBLEM: 

THE THREATS:   
• SEXUAL & SOCIAL GROOMING: This 
2nd grade lesson from www.3RS.org exposes 
children to sexualized content. According to the 
National Center on Sexual Exploitation (NCOSE), 
“Exposing children to sexual content is a form 
of abuse.”  This lesson crosses a boundary from 
anatomy to titillating children’s curiosity about 
sexual pleasure.

• PUSHING PLEASURE & ILLICIT SEX:  
CSE is “SeXXX Ed.” It promotes sexual pleasure 
as a right for all children. This stirs up a danger‐
ous curiosity about sexual organs that has neg‐
ative consequences.  According to NCOSE, 
“There is a rising trend of child‐on‐child sexual abuse…” 

• TEACHING CONSENT TO MINORS: In CSE,  
consent is presented to children as young as 4 years‐ 
old. Parents believe this will help their children to say 
“NO” to inappropriate touch and sex. In actuality, it’s 
teaching children to negotiate for sexual pleasure. 

Sexualization & Gender 
Indoctrination in Schools! 

POK exists to alert parents about the dangers 
   of public school education, their rights as 
       parents, and how to protect their kids.

www.ProtectOurKidsNow.org 
Email: info@ProtectOurKidsNow.org

Emphasizes clitoris is sensitive

Boner? Appropriate for 2nd grade?

When Someone Definitely Wants to Have Sex



Based on CDC’s own statistics on condom use for 
anal sex, (https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/risk/ anal‐
sex.html) the risk of getting HIV is still between 
28‐37%!   
 

Since the adoption of CSE in San Francisco, L.A. 
and San Diego in 2012, and the passage of CHYA in 

2016, STIs have skyrocketed among 15‐24 year olds.  

• MISLEADING MEDICAL INACCURACIES: 
While condoms DO reduce risk of infection, they 
cannot eliminate exposure associated with danger‐
ously high‐risk sexual contact. In an overzealous 
pursuit of “inclusivity,” educators avoid stigmatiz‐
ing risky behaviors. This will have deadly con‐
sequences. 

• SEXUAL ORIENTATION: Because CSE must affirmatively recognize all sexual orientations, the mechanics of sex acts are taught including vaginal, anal, and oral sex as well as 
techniques for using sex toys to augment missing anatomy. Many children are traumatized by the explicit graphic detail of these presentations. However, over time, they become 
desensitized to these materials. When youth are encouraged to experiment with sexual orientation, they are groomed to embrace sexual behavior that can be deadly.

• ABOLISHING BINARY GENDER: Public  
schools actively deny what they’ve been teaching in  
biology class for generations—that there are two  
genders. Children are taught that gender is fluid, based  
on emotion. CSE is essentially rewiring how our youngest  
learners perceive reality. This is emotional child abuse that  
has led to an epidemic social contagion of transgenderism.   
According to Abigail Shrier, author of Irreversible Damage,  
(Regnery 2020), from 2016 to 2017, gender surgeries for  
females transitioning to males in the US quadrupled.  

...THE THREATS...THE inaccuracies...THE sexualization... 

SIECUS, the nation’s 
largest activist organiza-
tion advancing progressive 
sex education policy across 
the country, promotes 
these “B-Vibe” videos and 
sex toys designed for anal 
pleasure. (bvibe.com)

*California Department of Public Health, 2019

*Grade 6 Sex Ed curriculm from www.3RS.com

*

*

Recommended Books for K‐3Recommended Books for K‐3

Curriculum example from “Positive Prevention Plus.” 

www.ProtectOurKidsNow.org

• CUTTING PARENTS OUT OF  
   CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE:   
 
Schools instruct minors on their rights to access 
confidential medical services without parental 
knowledge or consent. These include abortion, 
IUD’s, sub‐dermal, long‐acting reversible contracep‐
tion, and STI/HIV screening and treatment. Activist 
lawmakers are working to expand this to include 
transgender hormones, sex reassignment surgeries 
and drug abuse/mental health treatments.  

*

CSE teaches that a person with a penis can be a girl  
and a person with a vulva can be a boy. Videos  
suggest (Amaze.org) if kids are uncertain about  
their gender, puberty blockers can pause  
sexual development while they decide.         

*


